
INTRODUCTION

Decorative Finishes Nature3.

Creative solutions, with a strong personality and charm, able

to respond to the most diverse interior decoration and style

needs. They are made in a workmanlike manner according to

the canons and experience that distinguish Grosso

Legnoarchitetture.

range that embellishes any architectural space, with the charm of tradition and the

ability to adapt to themost modern living concepts.

The particular surface workings of the NATURE line when used create exclusive

finishes that embellish each project giving it a strong emotional impact.



AGING
Processing

gives the wood the warmth of a 

pleasant lived-in effect

COLORING

marries the naturalness of wood 

with water-based, solvent-free 

colors

BRUSHING

it leaves the typical veins of the 

beams and boards in relief

SANDING

enhances the vein of the wood with 

a smooth and bright appearance



POLARIS 

With its brilliance and its three 

variations of shades, Polaris completes 

and amplifies the feeling of modernity of 

the laminated timber's more current 

look. Polaris opens new horizons to the 

creativity of design, giving rooms an 

unprecedented brightness.

The brushed, colored, and smooth 
surface

Versatility is the keyword of Antares: 

modern when combined with laminated 

wood, ancient when accompanied by 

hand-beveled solid wood beams. The 

best answer for every design need. A 

mix of light and dark shades for a 

timeless wood updated according to the 

latest trends.

The aged, brushed, colored, and 
polished surface 

SOLE ANTARES ATLAS

The aging treatment highlights the 

hardest parts of the wood. Material and 

warm, it is ideal for recreating the 

personality of renovated country houses 

and cottages. The warm atmosphere of 

Sole is our proposal in a modern key 

style that reinterprets our architectural 

culture.

The aged, brushed, and colored 
surface

All the best of nature in this light-dark 
effect finish. Strips in various trendy shades 
set in fir plank or birch panels customizable 
in many finishes and colors. Atlas allows you 

to create textured finishes that create 
dynamism and they personalize extremely 

contemporary interior designs. The 
material becomes the protagonist, shapes 
and covers the environments, and through 

various combinations of colors creates 
unique surfaces and exclusive settings.

The light-dark effect surface

Exclusive decorative finishes created to amaze


